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Abstract

The phenomenon of ageing structures has focused attention on the problem of multiple-site damage (MSD) and

wide spread fatigue damage (WFD). In isolation each ¯aw or crack may be safe. However, the cumulative e�ect of
multiple, interacting cracks may signi®cantly degrade the damage tolerance of the structure. This paper presents an
overview of a new ®nite element alternating technique algorithm suitable for calculating mode I stress-intensity
factors for an arbitrary number of coplanar interacting three dimensional cracks. This new algorithm has been

evaluated for a variety of crack aspect ratios and crack separation ratios for fully embedded elliptical cracks, semi-
elliptical surface ¯aws and for quarter elliptical cracks. In each instance, test cases have been studied for both ®nite
and in®nite geometries. Results of three of these cases are presented in this paper. These results indicate an

agreement to within 4% for all cases checked. # 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In 1990 it was reported that 31% of the US aircraft

¯eet exceeded the design goals set by the manufac-

turers. It was also estimated that by the year 2000,

64% of the worldwide ¯eet manufactured in the US

would be 20 or more years old [1]. At that time the

quoted replacement cost of an aeroplane was around

55 million dollars. In comparison to this, the cost of a

major overhaul of a Boeing 727 was 2 million, whilst

for a Boeing 747 this cost was in the region of 4 to 20

million dollars. This trend in operating existing aircraft

approaching or operating beyond their intended design

life is re¯ected in an increasing number of structurally

signi®cant defects and increases the possibility of a re-

duction, or loss, of structural integrity due to fatigue.

In the civilian arena, the importance of understanding

and managing ageing structures was highlighted by the

failure of the Aloha 737 on April 28, 1988 [1]. This

failure was essentially due to the linking, into one large

crack, of numerous small cracks at a number of fas-

tener holes. This phenomenon has subsequently been

termed ``multisite damage'' (MSD). In Australia, the

importance of maintaining continued airworthiness
was further highlighted by the November 1990 failure

of a Royal Australian AirForce (RAAF) Macchi air-

craft which su�ered a port wing failure whilst in an

estimated 6 g manoeuvre [2].

A tear down inspection program involving two fuse-

lages, two ®ns and ®ve horizontal tail planes was sub-
sequently undertaken. Six of the wings showed

signi®cant cracking indications and of approximately

1000 holes which were examined, 100 revealed fatigue

cracks, including major cracking in the D series rivet

holes.

Although the phenomenon of MSD was ®rst
observed in civilian aircraft, recent Australian work [3]

has found that MSD and WFD also play a major role

in determining the fatigue life of the F/A-18 aft bulk
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head FS-488. In this instance, fractographic evaluation
of the ``failure location'' revealed a population of sev-

eral hundred cracks. One conclusion of this test was
that the multitude of small cracks, which occurred
towards the end of the test life, indicated that any

possible requirement for life extension may not be met
by moving to a safety-by-inspection approach [4]. It is
thus clear that, to assist in maintaining continued air-

worthiness, a methodology is required for the rapid
and accurate assessment of MSD and WFD. This
paper presents one potential approach which is based

on the ®nite element alternating method.

2. Methodology chosen for the analysis of interacting

three-dimensional cracks

2.1. Choice of methodology

Swedlow [5] noted that cracking in structural com-

ponents is best characterised by three-dimensional
modelling rather than by conventional two-dimen-
sional approaches. A part-through crack is a typical
example. This type of crack often develops in regions

with high stress concentrations such as rivet holes and
accounts for many fatigue and fracture failures [6]. If
the conventional ®nite element method is used to ana-

lyse such problems then a detailed numerical modelling
of the crack tip singularity is necessary. The relatively
®ne meshes near the crack front required, to accom-

plish this, often makes the computation prohibitively
expensive and extremely time consuming. This is es-
pecially true for problems involving complex geometri-

cal shapes such as fuselage structures with stringers,
sti�eners and lap joints, and even more so for those
problems involving multiple cracks.
To solve problems involving multiple interacting

three-dimensional cracks, in a computationally e�cient
manner, the ®nite element alternating technique
(FEAT) has been developed. When using the FEAT to

solve three-dimensional fracture mechanics problems,
extensive use is made of the analytical solution for a
single elliptical ¯aw, embedded in an in®nite linear

elastic solid, where arbitrary normal and shear crack
face loadings are applied to the crack. Historically a
complete solution for such a ¯aw did not exist until
1981 when Vijayakumar and Atluri [7] considered arbi-

trary normal as well as shear loading. These authors
derived expressions for stress-intensity factors near the
¯aw border, as well as for stresses in the far ®eld, for

these generalised loadings. The key to implementing
this solution in the ®nite element alternating technique
is the evaluation of the necessary elliptic integrals. A

general procedure for calculating these is detailed in
the work of Nishioka and Atluri [8]. When using the
®nite element alternating technique, the interchange

between the ®nite element model for the uncracked
geometry and the complete analytical solution for an

embedded elliptical ¯aw means that accurate results
can be obtained using a relatively coarse mesh, without
any complex mesh re®nement around the crack tips.

This greatly improves the computational e�ciency for
solving three dimensional fracture mechanics problems.

2.2. The FEAT for a single crack

A brief description of the manner in which the
®nite-element alternating technique operates for a

single crack is as follows:

1. The standard ®nite-element methodology is used to
analyse the uncracked ®nite body under the pre-

scribed external loads. The geometry of the
uncracked body used here is identical to that of the
cracked body except for the presence of the crack

itself, i.e. the crack is not modelled.
2. As the crack is not explicitly modelled, non-zero

stresses are calculated at the location of the actual

crack. These ®ctitious stresses must be removed in
order to create the traction free crack surface that
exists in the problem under consideration.

3. The analytical solution for an embedded elliptical
crack subjected to an arbitrary distribution of trac-
tions on the crack face is now used. To create the
required stress-free crack face the stresses deter-

mined in 2, at the location of the crack faces, are
now reversed and a polynomial representation is
obtained using a least squares ®t. These crack face

stresses are then applied to the in®nite geometry
cracked problem and the associated stress intensity
factors are calculated.

4. The stresses on the boundary surfaces of the ®nite
body due to these applied loads on the crack faces
are now calculated using both (3) and the solution

for an embedded elliptical crack in an in®nite body.
These boundary stresses are then reversed and
applied as external loads on the original uncracked
body.

5. This addition to the external loads again creates
new ®ctitious stresses at the location of the crack
which must once again be removed to obtain the

stress-free crack faces in the actual con®guration.

All of the steps 1±5 in the iteration process described
above are repeated until the residual stresses on the

external boundary are reduced below a user de®ned
tolerance. The overall stress-intensity factor solution is
obtained by summing the stress-intensity factor sol-

utions for all iterations.
To describe this iterative procedure in more detail

the following diagrammatic argument is presented.
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For the ®rst iteration we can rewrite our problem as

in Fig. 1. In this diagram s1 is the original stress distri-
bution applied to the cracked structure. From the ®nite
element solution of the uncracked structure, we obtain

stresses s 01 at the location of the crack. At this stage it

is clear that we now need the solution to the problem

as shown in Fig. 1(c).
To obtain this solution we now utilise the full ana-

lytical solution for an embedded crack in an in®nite

solid. Using this solution the stresses ÿs 01 on the crack

Fig. 1. First iteration of the FEAT.

Fig. 2. Using the analytical solution on Fig. 1(c).
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face will in fact produce stresses s2 on the boundary of

the body, with s=0 at in®nity. The size and distri-

bution of s2 will depend upon ÿs 01 as well as the dis-

tance of the boundary from the location of the crack,

see Fig. 2.

To produce the solution associated with Fig. 2(b)

from that in Fig. 2(a), we use a least squares poly-

nomial ®t on the stresses ÿs 01 on the crack face. This

will enable us to calculate the stress intensity factors

for this iteration. Using the analytical solution we can

then also calculate the stress distribution s2 at the lo-

cation of the boundary. If the original problem con-

cerned a large body in comparison to the crack then

the stresses s2 would be very small. Therefore, if s2
was less than some user de®ned tolerance then the sol-

ution algorithm would stop here. However, in most

Fig. 3. Start of the second iteration of the FEAT.

Fig. 4. Diagrammatic illustration of the ®rst two iterations of the FEAT.
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instanced this is not the case and so we are still con-
cerned with how to solve the problem shown in

Fig. 1(c). We now begin the second iteration. Using
our analytical solution we can rewrite the problem il-
lustrated in Fig. 2(b) as in Fig. 3.

We can therefore see from Fig. 3 that the problem
as illustrated by Fig. 2(c) for which we require a sol-
ution can in fact be expressed in terms of the analytical

solution [as shown in Fig. 3(a)] and by employing the
iterative procedure again [as illustrated by Fig. 3(c)
and 2(a)].

Consequently, these two iterations can be expressed
diagrammatically as in Fig. 4.
For each iterative loop, the stress intensity factors

are evaluated. The stresses at the location of the

boundary are also evaluated and these boundary stres-
ses are used to check for convergence of the solution.
The overall stress intensity factor solution is obtained

by summing the stress intensity factor solutions for all
iterations.
Note that to analyse the uncracked body, a three-

dimensional ®nite-element model using 20-noded iso-
parametric elements is currently used. The mesh used
to describe the uncracked body must be su�ciently

re®ned to accurately characterise the stress distribution
in the uncracked body. If the geometry and applied
loading of the body are relatively simple then not too
many elements are required as the stress state is not

complex. However, if by virtue of the geometry or the
loading, there are signi®cant stress gradients in the
uncracked body, then a more sophisticated mesh will

be required. It is also necessary that there be a reason-
able amount of re®nement in the region of the crack
to enable accurate ®tting of a polynomial distribution

to the ®ctitious stresses on the crack face. In most pro-
blems this occurs if there are two elements spanning
the major and minor axes of the crack [9].

2.3. The FEAT algorithm for multiple cracks

The implementation of an algorithm to fully describe
the interaction e�ects of multiple interacting three-
dimensional cracks into the standard FEAT method

described above requires the incorporation of two ad-
ditional iterative processes into the overall procedure.
A brief description of this newly developed algorithm

is as follows:

1. As before, a standard ®nite-element process is used
to determine the stresses throughout the body for the

uncracked geometry.
2. This solution is utilised to determine the ®ctitious
stresses at the locations of the cracks. Once again, a

polynomial function, for the reverse of these ®ctitious
stresses for each of the cracks, is determined using a
least square ®t. Again, by superposition this implies

that the stresses on the external surfaces of the ®nite

body are zero. Note that at this stage there is still no

interaction between the cracks.

3. The crack interaction e�ect is now computed in the

following manner:±

(a) Using the analytical solution for a fully embedded

elliptical crack in an in®nite body, and the stresses

evaluated in step (2), the stresses caused by the

presence of the ®rst crack on each of the other

cracks are calculated in turn.

(b) Repeat this procedure for each of the other cracks

present.

(c) The ®nal tractions on each crack are then the orig-

inal tractions calculated in step (2) plus the sum of

all the ``interaction'' stresses evaluated in this step.

[Note that this particular part of the process produces

an ``error'', in that the boundary forces on the ®nite

body are no longer zero as they were in part (2). This

problem is dealt with as the cracks are progressively

unloaded in stage (5)].

4. These ®nal tractions are now used to compute the

stress-intensity factors for this particular iteration.

5. Next, the cracks are progressively unloaded to ul-

timately determine the new stress distribution on the

external surface of the ®nite body. This procedure is

carried out as follows:

(a) Reverse the tractions on the ®rst crack, as evalu-

ated in step (3), in order to make it stress free.

This procedure has two e�ects:

It means that the stresses at the positions of the

other cracks are slightly reduced. The size of this

reduction is calculated using the analytical solution

at the positions of the other cracks. The new trac-

tions for each crack are recorded.

It produces a stress on the external surface of

the ®nite body, whose distribution depends upon

the location of the crack in the body and the load-

ing on that crack. its contribution to the stress on

the external surface of the body is evaluated using

the in®nite solution again.

(b) The tractions on the second crack are then

reversed. Once again this alters the tractions on

every other crack, and hence new tractions for

each of the cracks must be recalculated. At the

end of this stage, crack two is stress free and a

``residual'' stress has been placed on crack one.

Crack two's contribution to the stresses on the

external surface of the body are now added to

that of the ®rst crack.

(c) Each subsequent crack is then progressively

unloaded, in turn, by reversing the tractions acting

on it As each crack is unloaded the tractions at
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every other crack are updated. At the end of this
procedure the ``last'' crack is the only one which

will be stress free. Every other crack will have a
small ``residual'' traction acting on it. The ®nal
stress on the external surface of the body are the

sum of all the contributions from each crack.

6. This total external surface stress ®eld is now fed

back into step (1) above, and the iterative procedure
continues until convergence has been reached, as in the
algorithm for the single crack. Once again, the ®nal

stress-intensity factors for each crack are the sum of
the stress-intensity factors obtained during each iter-
ation.

3. Veri®cation of the implementation of the algorithm

for multiple interacting cracks

One convenient way of checking that this new algor-
ithm has been successfully incorporated into the exist-
ing FEAT code is to consider the case of two
interacting 3D cracks. In this case, by invoking a plane

of symmetry constraints a ``second'' crack can be simu-
lated using the FEAT code for a single crack. Results
of this process can then be checked against the new al-

gorithm.
In this paper three sets of results will be presented.

The ®rst two of these consider fully embedded elliptical

cracks in both an in®nite and a ®nite geometry pro-
blem. Note that as the size of the body decreases, in
relation to the crack size, the number of external sur-

faces which are relevant for that crack correspondingly
increase. This means that a larger number of iterations
are required to obtain convergence. The last case to be
considered will be two corner cracks, in a body of

®nite geometry.

3.1. Two fully embedded elliptical cracks in an in®nite

body

To investigate the e�ect of the interaction of two

fully embedded elliptical cracks in an in®nite solid, a
rectangular slab of aluminium (with E=70 GPa and
n=0.3) was considered. This body was subjected to a
remote uniform tension of 1000 MPa in the z-direc-

tion. To enable comparison of the results obtained
using the ``full'' interaction (MSD) algorithm with
those obtained by symmetry arguments two di�erent

block sizes and mesh re®nements were utilised. To test
the full MSD code a block of dimensions
250�500�250 mm was constructed, with a mesh

re®nement of 6�12� 6. In the second instance a black
of size 250�250�250 mm, with a corresponding mesh
re®nement of 6�6�6 was used. In this second case, a

plane of symmetry constraints (v=0) was incorpor-

ated along the plane y=250 mm. In both instances
elliptical cracks with a semi-major (a1) length of
25 mm and a semi-minor (a2) length of 20 mm were

used. A diagram illustrating the cross-sections of both
of these problems in the z=0 plane is shown in Fig. 5
below. This implied that for both of these cases the

crack aspect ratio (a2/a1) remained ®xed at 0.8. The
cracks were always located with their centres on the
z=0 plane and with their semi-minor axes along the

line x=125 mm. By convention, distances greater than
5a1 are regarded as being at in®nity with regard to the
crack. Therefore, the in®nite body requirements were

satis®ed for both of these problems. A set of 7 di�er-
ent pairs of problems were studied, with the crack sep-
aration ratio (l=2a2/d), see Fig. 5, being allowed to

vary from 0.2 to 0.8.
The mode I stress-intensity factors were calculated

at 108 increments around the crack front using the full

interaction algorithm (ie. the MSD code) and are illus-
trated in Fig. 6. It can be seen from this graph that
when the cracks are a long way apart (l=0.2) the

stress-intensity factors exhibit 1808 symmetry around
the crack face. This illustrates that there is negligible
interaction between the two cracks. It is not until the

cracks become appreciably closer together (l=0.7)
that a signi®cant deviation from this symmetry, indica-
tive of interaction between the cracks, is noticed. This

result is in good agreement with similar results found
for the interaction of two-dimensional ¯aws [10].
Fig. 7 shows a comparison of results obtained using

the new fully interacting MSD code for two cracks vs
those produced by symmetry. Note that space limi-
tations only permit a comparison of the three cases

when the cracks are closest together. For comparison
purposes, these cases actually show the greatest error,

Fig. 5. Cross-sectional view of the two models used to com-

pare the interaction of two fully embedded cracks in an in®-

nite body. The diagram on the left indicates the mesh used

for the new MSD FEAT algorithm, whilst the diagram on the

right indicates a similar mesh employing symmetry arguments

used for comparison purposes.
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Fig. 6. Mode I stress-intensity factors, around the crack front for one of a pair of fully embedded elliptical cracks in an in®nite

body, evaluated using the new MSD algorithm.

Fig. 7. Comparison of mode I stress-intensity factors, around the crack front for one of a pair of fully embedded elliptical cracks

in an in®nite body. One set of results were obtained using the new fully interacting MSD code, whilst the other were obtained

using symmetry arguments.
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ie. for crack separation ratios below these values, the
results produced by the two methods were identical.

From Fig. 7 we can see that there is excellent agree-
ment between the results from the two methods. The
magnitude of the largest di�erence is 02.1%. As com-

monly used handbooks [11] quote errors of 05% in
the determination of stress-intensity factors for three-
dimensional ¯aws, the results obtained here are indeed

most promising.
In all cases, the solutions were obtained on a

486IBM compatible personal computer, with conver-
gence being achieved in 3 or 4 iterations.

3.2. Two fully embedded elliptical cracks in a ®nite body

Most practical problems involving multiple interact-
ing cracks generally occur in bodies with ®nite geome-
try. We therefore need to ensure that the new MSD

FEAT formulation is capable of solving problems con-

taining multiple ¯aws in realistic geometries. As men-

tioned previously, this type of problem generally
requires a larger number of iterations (typically 5 or 6)

to converge.

As before, two types of meshes were created viz: one

to represent, fully, the two interacting cracks, and the

other using symmetry constraints to simulate a second
crack. The dimensions chosen for these problems are

illustrated below in cross-section as Fig. 8. In this

instance, the rectangular block for the two cracks had
dimensions 20�40�20 mm, whilst that for the block

with the plane of symmetry constraints 9v=0 on the

plane y=20) was of size 20� 20� 20 mm. In all of the
test cases the semi-major crack length (a1) was ®xed at

3 mm and the semi-minor crack length (a2) was ®xed

at 2 mm. Thus the crack aspect ratio (a2/a1) was held

at a constant 0.67. A remote uniform tensile stress
of 1000 MPa was applied to each problem in the

z-direction.

For the purposes of this evaluation, only the maxi-

mum value of the mode I stress-intensity factor was
recorded. This occurred at the y=908 position, as can

be seen from Figs. 6 and 7. The location of the crack

centres were moved closer together during each pair of

test cases so as to alter the crack separation ratio l
(where l=2a2/d), see Fig. 5. A comparison of the

results obtained using the new MSD FEAT algorithm

with those obtained by symmetry arguments is seen in
Fig. 9. Here the largest error which occurs is 03.9%.

As mentioned previously, this is generally acceptable

when calculating 3D stress-intensity factors. As pre-

viously, there is very little crack interaction until
l10.7.

Fig. 10. Cross-sectional view of the two models used to com-

pare the interaction of two quarter elliptical cracks in a ®nite

body. The diagram on the left indicates the mesh used for the

new MSD FEAT algorithm, whilst the diagram on the right

indicates a similar mesh employing symmetry arguments used

for comparison purposes.

Fig. 8. Cross-sectional view of the two meshes used to com-

pare the interaction of two fully embedded cracks in a ®nite

body. The diagram on the left indicates the mesh used for the

new MSD FEAT algorithm, whilst the diagram on the right

indicates a similar mesh employing symmetry arguments used

for comparison purposes.

Fig. 9. Comparison of mode I stress-intensity factors, at

y=908, for fully embedded elliptical cracks in a ®nite body.
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3.3. Two quarter elliptical cracks in a ®nite body

By the very nature of the problem involving two

interacting quarter elliptical cracks, this is no longer an

in®nite geometry problem. This problem was tackled

in a similar fashion to those discussed in Section 3.1

and 3.2. Diagrams illustrating the meshes used are

shown in Fig. 10.

In this instance, a set of 5 di�erent crack con®gur-

ations were considered. The crack aspect ratio (a2/a1)

was ®xed at 0.8, and the distance between the crack

centres was held at 400 mm. To obtain di�erent values

of the crack separation ratio, lambda (l=2a1/d) the

semi-major crack length (a1) and the semi-minor crack

length (a2) were subsequently altered. The mode I

stress-intensity factor was evaluated at 58 increments

around the crack front. The values obtained using the

MSD FEAT algorithm are compared with those

obtained by symmetry in Fig. 11. Again it can be seen

from this graph that there is a very close agreement

Fig. 11. Comparison of mode I stress-intensity factors for quarter elliptical cracks in a ®nite body. One set of results was obtained

using the conventional FEAT, whilst the other were produced using the new MSD FEAT algorithm.

Fig. 12. Two identical interacting surface ¯aws.
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between the two sets of results. The maximum di�er-

ence is 03.5%. The steady increase in the size of the
KI values can be attributed to the increase in crack size
necessary to obtain a larger value of the crack separ-

ation value l.

3.4. Semi-elliptical surface ¯aws

Having established the validity of this approach, let
us now consider the problem of two interacting semi-
elliptical surface cracks, with their centres being a dis-

tance d apart, in a semi-in®nite body, see Fig. 12. In
the following cases the crack aspect ratio (a2/a1) was
®xed at 0.8 and the ``crack separation distance'' d was

held constant at 100 mm. The crack separation ratio
(l=2a1/d) was then allowed to vary, and values of the
mode I stress intensity factors were calculated at 58
increments along the crack front.

The results of this analysis can be seen in Fig. 13.
This graph indicates that for two interacting cracks,
the point of maximum stress intensity factor was no

longer the point which lies deepest into the solid (as it
would for a single semi-elliptical ¯aw). The latter beha-
viour only occurred when the cracks were relatively far

apart (l<0.3) and were (essentially) acting indepen-
dently of each other. As the crack spacing decreased,
the position of the point with the largest KI gradually

shifted away from this point furthest into the solid

(y<908), towards the other crack (y=08). Physically
this means that as crack spacing decreases, interaction

e�ects become more pronounced and the cracks begin

to grow preferentially towards each other rather than

progressing further into the bulk of the solid.

A more common way of expressing these results is

to use a normalised stress intensity factor, called the

stress intensity magni®cation factor, Fm, de®ned by

Fm � K1�y�
s0
E�k�

�������
pa2
a1

q
�a 2

1 sin
2 y� a 2

2 cos
2 y�1=4

�1�

where E(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the sec-

ond kind, k 2=(a 2
1ÿa 2

2)/a
2
1, and y is the elliptic angle.

The expression in the denominator is in fact the stress

distribution for a single crack in an in®nite elastic solid

subject to uniform tension at in®nity. The stress mag-

ni®cation factor is useful as it provides an indication

of the percentage increase in the stress intensity factor

due to the interaction e�ect of the other crack.

The magni®cation factors for the cases a2/a1=0.8

and d=100 mm were calculated by ®rst employing the

®nite element alternating technique to evaluate the

stress intensity factors on a single semi-elliptical sur-

face ¯aw. The results of this analysis can be seen in

Fig. 14. This graph clearly illustrates that, in all cases,

Fig. 13. Variation in maximum stress intensity factor with elliptic angle, 0< y<90, for one of a pair of semi-elliptical surface

¯aws in a semi-in®nite body. (In each case a2/a1=0.8).
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the magni®cation factor was greatest at the free surface

of the solid. As expected, the magni®cation factors
increase as the cracks get closer together. The rate of

increase was more pronounced at the free surface than

at the point on the crack front deepest into the solid.

It therefore appears that for surface ¯aws crack inter-

action can to some extent be viewed as a surface
phenomenon. However, even at the free surface for

l<0.5 the magni®cation factor is less than 10%.

To investigate the e�ect of crack aspect ratio on the

stress intensity factor, and on the magni®cation fac-

tors, attention was then focused on the point of the

crack which was deepest into the solid. In all cases the

distance between the crack centres was ®xed at
100 mm. Two di�erent crack separation ratios were

considered; viz. l=0.5 and l=0.8. As d was ®xed at

100 mm the ®rst case implies that a1=25 mm whilst

the second implies a1=40 mm. The values of a2 were
then allowed to vary. The relationship between stress

intensity factor (at y=908) and crack aspect ratio is il-

lustrated in Fig. 15. It must be remembered that the

position of the maximum stress intensity factor was

di�erent for these two curves. Fig. 15 shows that as
the cracks get larger (ie. as a2 increases) the stress

intensity factor at y=908 also increases.

The corresponding magni®cation factors were calcu-

lated in the manner described above, and the results

can be seen in Tables 1 and 2. For both values of the

crack separation ratio; viz. l=0.5 and l=0.8, there

was little change in the magni®cation factor at y=908.
In the situation of two cracks, it would therefore

appear, that at the point where the cracks protrude

deepest into the solid, the crack separation is a more
crucial factor than the crack shape.

4. Implications for composite repairs to cracks in

primary structural components

In the military scene, the Aeronautical Research
Laboratory, Australia, has pioneered the use of

bonded repairs to fatigue and stress corrosion crack-
ing, see Refs. [12±15]. This method has proved to be
e�ective and highly cost e�cient compared with con-
ventional repairs, see Table 3, and a series of demon-

strator studies on the application of this technology to
civil aircraft are reported in Refs. [15, 16]. In this con-
text, it should be noted that in 1990, with the support

of the Australian Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), a
world wide study into the commercial application of
this technology was performed [17, 18]. In this investi-

gation 34 organisations in 8 countries, including 10
manufacturers and 7 regulatory authorities were con-
sulted.
When considering composite repairs to metallic

structural components, the development of an appro-
priate certi®cation requirement [19] is of paramount
importance. In the approach discussed in Ref. [19] it is

recommended that in accordance with the US FAA
AC's no: 25. 1529-1 and AC no: 25.571-1A, a damage
tolerance evaluation of the repair be performed to

ensure that, should serious fatigue, corrosion, environ-
mental degradation, impact damage, disbonding, dela-
mination or accidental damage, occur to the repair,

Fig. 14. Variation in magni®cation factors vs elliptic angle, theta, for a pair of semi-elliptical surface ¯aws in a semi-in®nite body.

(In each case a2/a1=0.8).
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then the remaining structure can withstand reasonable

loads without failure or excessive structural defor-

mation until the damage is detected. Furthermore, to

be consistent with the philosophy outlined in FAA AC

no: 25.571-1A it is also recommended that the evalu-

ation should de®ne the loading and the environmental

conditions, extent of the damage and degradation of

the structure, adhesive and repair, conduct of the as-

sociated structural tests or analyses, or both, used to

substantiate that the repair design objective has been

achieved, and establish data for the inspection pro-

grams necessary to ensure detection of damage. As

part of this certi®cation process, a methodology for

the rapid and accurate damage tolerant assessment of

the repair and the structure is required. It is hoped

that the tools developed in this report may assist in
this task.

4.1. Background to composite repairs

Repairs using bonded composites have several ad-
vantages over mechanically fastened repairs; viz:

1. adhesive bonding does not result in stress concen-

trations due to additional fastener holes;
2. composites are readily formed into complex shapes,

permitting the repair of irregular components;

3. in service damage monitoring is possible, with the
appropriate ®bre matrix system, by direct inspection
through the repair using eddy current methods or

by thermal emission measurements;

Fig. 15. Variation in maximum stress intensity factor with crack aspect ratio for one of a pair of identical semi-elliptical surface

¯aws in a semi-in®nite body. (In both cases d=100 mm).

Table 1

Magni®cation factors for a pair of semi-elliptical surface ¯aws in a semi-in®nite solid, (at y=908 for l=0.8)

a2/A1 k E(k) K1 Magni®cation factor

0.1 0.995 1.01599 3.49�103 1.0025

0.2 0.98 1.02859 5.02�103 1.0299

0.3 0.95 1.06047 6.13�103 1.0585

0.4 0.92 1.08793 6.89�103 1.0586

0.5 0.87 1.12845 7.41�103 1.0548

0.6 0.8 1.17848 7.73�103 1.0491

0.7 0.714 1.23568 7.89�103 1.0395

0.8 0.6 1.29842 7.93�103 1.0269
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4. the high degree of anisotropy has the advantage of

eliminating the parasitic sti�ening of the structure

in other than the required direction.

For a cracked structure, a bonded repair has the po-

tential to signi®cantly reduce the stress intensity fac-

tor(s) and as a result dramatically reduce crack

growth. In many cases crack growth can be completely

eliminated, see Ref. [12]. This reduction in the stress

intensity factor is achieved by two mechanisms. The

®rst is a general reduction in the net-sectional stresses

resulting from the application of the repair. The sec-

ond mechanism is due to the high modulus ®bres

attempting to hold together the adjacent crack faces,

i.e. preventing crack opening.

Prior to the advent of bonded repair technology, the

procedure most commonly used involved a mechani-

cally fastened repair which achieves its objective pri-

marily by reducing the net section stresses. The

signi®cant di�erence between the two repair methods

lies in the behaviour of the repair region adjacent to

the crack. In a mechanical repair, the proximity of the

®rst set of fasteners is limited by shear out.

Consequently, the free length of the repair between the

®rst set of fasteners and the crack surface is strained

allowing opening of the crack faces. For a bonded

repair, as the crack opens the adhesive immediately

over the crack is subjected to shear resulting in transfer

of load into the repair. This load transfer reduces the

crack opening displacement. As the transfer length as-

sociated with a bonded repair is very much smaller

than the spacing of the fasteners, the crack opening

displacement is considerably smaller than that achieved

by a mechanical repair and the crack growth rate is

dramatically less.

Whilst bonded repair technology was originally

developed for the repair of thin metallic wing skins,

c.f. the boron epoxy repair to Mirage aircraft in service

with the Royal Australian AirForce (RAAF) see

Ref. [12], laboratory tests have shown that a correctly

designed repair can sometimes be used to eliminate

crack growth even in thick structural

components [12, 13]. However, aside from the introduc-

tory study presented in Refs [1, 13±15] there is little

data on the e�ect of composite patches on the stress

intensity factors associated with 3D elliptical ¯aws

repaired by the application of externally bonded com-

posite repairs.

In the previous section, we have seen that when 3D

surface ¯aws approach each other, the greatest inter-

action occurs at the free surface and that the ¯aws

need to be quite close, i.e. l>0.8, before there is any

signi®cant interaction. Furthermore, for 3D ¯aws in

thick structural components, composite repairs have

been shown to be very e�ective in reducing the surface

stress intensity factors, see Ref. [12±15]. This raises the

potential for the use of composite repairs to further

reduce this interaction and thereby enhance the

damage tolerance of the structure. To this end the next

section will study the e�ect of a 10 ply boron epoxy

laminate on interacting surface ¯aw.

Table 2

Magni®cation factors for a pair of semi-elliptical surface ¯aws in a semi-in®nite solid

a2/a1 k E(k) K1 Magni®cation factor

0.1 0.99 1.01599 2.75� 103 0.9984

0.2 0.96 1.02859 2.52� 103 0.99035

0.3 0.91 1.06047 4.59� 103 1.00277

0.4 0.84 1.08793 5.15� 103 0.9996

0.5 0.75 1.12845 5.55� 103 0.9994

0.6 0.64 1.17848 5.82� 103 0.9998

0.7 0.51 1.23568 6.00� 103 1.0000

0.8 0.36 1.29842 6.11� 103 1.0001

Table 3

Selected applications of composite repair technology, from [12]

Cracking Material Component Aircraft Comment

Stress±corrosion 7075-T6 Wing plank Hercules >300 repairs

Fatigue Mg alloy Landing wheel Macchi Life doubled

Fatigue 2024-T3 Fin skin Mirage Item was in service from 1978 until retirement

Fatigue 2024-T3 Lower wing skin crack Mirage Item was in service from late/mid 1970's until retirement

Fatigue D6ac steel Upper wing pivot ®tting F111C Repair installed on RAAF ¯eet. No crack growth since installation
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4.2. Repairs to interacting surface ¯aws

To illustrate the potential of composite repairs to

reduce crack interaction, let us begin by considering

the problem of a 40.12 mm (surface crack length) by

5.71 mm (crack depth) surface ¯aw in rectangular alu-

minium alloy section with dimensions

300�128�11.2 mm. This section is subjected to a

remote uniform stress s of 68.9 MPa acting at right

angles to the crack plane. The structure is assumed to

be repaired using a 10 ply boron epoxy laminate, i.e.

0.27 mm thick, bonded over the crack using the,

0.106 mm thick, structural ®lm adhesive FM73.

In this study, the aluminium is assumed to

have a Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio of

E=7300 GPa and n=0.33, respectively. The com-

pliances of the boron epoxy repair (patch) were taken

as

C11 � �1=E11� � 4:807� 10ÿ6;

C22 � �1=E22� � C33 � 3:932� 10ÿ5;
C12 � �ÿv12=E11� � C13 � �ÿv13=E11�
� ÿ 8:8014� 10ÿ7;

C23 � �ÿv23=E22� � ÿ6:558� 10ÿ6;

C44 � �1=G12� � 1:381� 10ÿ4

and

C44 � C55 � C66;

whilst the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio of the ad-

hesive were taken as Ga=0.7 GPa and n=0.35, re-

spectively.

This problem was chosen because it had been the

focus a previous ``benchmark'' investigation, per-

formed under the umbrella of the Commonwealth

Advisory Aeronautical Research Council [12], and an

initial (validated) 3D ®nite element mesh consisting of

1249 nodes and 214, 20 noded iso-parametric elements,

see Ref. [12] for more details, was available.

To illustrate the e�ect of surface crack length, three

di�erent surface lengths were considered; viz: 10.066,

20.066 and 30.066 and the values of Ka, at the surface,

and Kc at the point of maximum depth computed , see

Table 4. To illustrate the e�ect of crack depth, a case

when the surface length was 10.066 and the crack

depth was 3.0 mm was also considered.

From this table it is apparent that the stress inten-

sity factors are dependent on the surface crack length

and the depth of the crack. However, the value of

maximum stress intensity factor Kc increases only

slightly as the surface crack length increases from

20.66 to 30.66 mm. This ``asymptotic'' phenomenon is

also known to occur for through the thickness cracks,

see Ref. [12]. However, for 3D surface ¯aws it should

be stressed that the value of the maximum stress inten-

sity factor, in this case Kc, will depend on the depth of

the crack.

Having shown that the K solutions are, to some

extent, crack size/shape dependent, let us now turn to

the problem of two interacting 40.12 mm (surface

crack length) by 5.71 mm surface ¯aws repaired with

the same 10 ply boron epoxy composite repair. The as-

sociated solutions, for di�erent distances between the

adjacent surface crack tips, are given in Table 5.

From these results we see that, when using a compo-

site repair, even when the crack tips are 5 mm apart,

the interaction between the cracks is less than 10% at

the surface and at the point deepest into the body,

which in this case is the point with the maximum stress

intensity factor, the interaction is negligible. It should

be noted that slightly di�erent meshes had to be used

in each case and that the slight di�erence in the sol-

ution for the one crack and the two crack case may

well be due to the di�erence in the meshes.

Consequently, when performing a damage tolerance

Table 4

Stress intensity factors for a semi-elliptical surface ¯aw after

repair

Surface crack

half length mm

Ka MPa ZM Kc MPa ZM

10.066 1.4 4.5

20.066 0.73 5.3

30.066 0.48 5.46

10.066 surface length by

3.0 mm deep crack

0.68 3.56

Table 5

Stress intensity factors for a semi-elliptical surface ¯aw after repair

One crack only Two cracks:

distance between tips=5 mm

Two cracks:

distance between tips=10 mm

Ka Mpa ZM 0.73 0.79 0.79

Kc MPa ZM 5.3 5.3 5.3
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assessment of this repair, each crack could be con-
sidered separately.

5. Conclusions

This paper has presented the results of several test
cases involving three di�erent crack types and geome-

tries. In all instances it appears that the di�erence
between the results produced by the new algorithm for
the fully interacting multiple crack FEAT code and

those produced using symmetry arguments are less
4%. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that, for the
embedded ¯aws, there is very little crack interaction
until l10.7. This study has also illustrated the poten-

tial for externally bonded composite repairs to be used
to minimise crack interaction and thereby increase the
damage tolerance of the structure.

This new multiple interacting code appears to be
capable of calculating the mode I stress-intensity fac-
tors for an arbitrary number of coplanar cracks in any

orientation. The cracks may be fully embedded ellipses,
semi-elliptical surface ¯aws, or quarter elliptical cracks.
One signi®cant potential advantage of this approach is

its ability to utilise the recent advances in parallel and
multi-processing. In this case the calculations for each
individual crack could be performed on a separate
chip or processor. This has the ability to further

increase the computational e�ciency of the FEAT
approach.
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